Semi automatic pistol parts diagram

Not all semi-automatic handguns are built the same. There are different eras of pistols, different
configurations, firing mechanisms, etc. In general, I recommend getting into the habit of always
checking the chamber visually and manually to ensure no round is present prior to breaking
down a pistol into its basic parts. Because there are so many different semi-automatic
handguns out there on the market, it would be virtually impossible to cover them all in the
space of a single article. I will take some notable examples and go from there. The upper
receiver houses the barrel , recoil spring and recoil pin. The lower receiver houses the trigger
assembly, take-down lever, magazine release, double-action hammer and grip module. The
magazine typically has a floorplate, spring, and follower the tab that pushes up the rounds. For
the Sig Sauer P, basic take-down only includes the parts shown in the above picture. This is
good enough to do basic cleaning. Remove rounds from the magazine prior to cleaning. Next,
pull back the upper receiver until a vertical mark on it marries up with a similar one on the lower
receiver. For basic parts of the CZ, you will have the upper receiver , barrel , recoil spring ,
recoil pin , slide stop , lower receiver , and your empty magazine. Armorers and gun enthusiasts
may go a few steps further depending upon what they need to accomplish but this is the basic
consumer-level breakdown of a conventional CZ variant semi-automatic pistol. The basic parts
of a Beretta 92 are shown in the image above. They are in no particular order recoil spring
assembly â€” spring and rod, upper receiver , barrel , and lower receiver. Just like in the
previous two categories, there are quite a lot of striker fire pistols. With the slide locked to the
rear, rotate the take-down lever 90 degrees clockwise. You can release the upper receiver and
guide it off the rails until it is separated from the lower receiver. Now you can take out the barrel
and the recoil spring assembly. You should see the barrel, recoil spring assembly, upper
receiver, lower receiver , and empty magazine. A Glock 19 Gen 4 is similar. The take-down
method is slightly different. The upper receiver should slide off. From there, you just remove the
recoil spring assembly and the barrel from the upper receiver. You will be left with the following
parts: barrel, recoil spring assembly, lower receiver, upper receiver and empty magazine. You
may notice an overarching theme when it comes to semi-automatic handguns : basic parts
include the barrel, recoil spring assembly, upper receiver, lower receiver, and magazine. You do
not need to go down to pins and small springs unless something is confirmed broken. In that
case, I honestly recommend seeking out a certified armorer or gunsmith. Connect with us. View
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About Terms of Use. Gun Anatomy A gun is made up of many parts, both internal and external,
that have been refined over many decades of use. Barrel - The barrel is business end of any
firearm. Barrels also are rifled along their internal wall to impart a rotation onto the exiting
projectile - thus providing inherent stability and therefore aiding in accuracy. Forward Sight The forward sight is a forward protrusion that normally is used to align the forward section of
the weapon with the rear and its rear sighting device. This also aids accuracy, allowing the
shooter to manage well-placed shots. It is a cutout along the middle portion of the slide and can
also be used to check the condition of the firing chamber i. Rear Sight - The rear sight is similar
to the forward sight and is used for aiming. It is typically slightly more advanced in its design
than the front sight depending on the gun model. The rear sight is used to align the weapon
with the front sight and direct the muzzle of the gun towards the target. Slide - The slide is the
complete assembly that houses the upper section of the weapon. This assembly is of metal to
withstand the harsh forces at play when the gun is fired. The slide usually contains a ribbed
pattern for gripping and is pulled back manually to load the gun. In subsequent shots, the slide
is automatically recoiled and is part of the mechanism used to introduce a fresh cartridge from
the magazine into the firing chamber. Slide Lock - The slide lock is a simple locking device used
to lock the slide in the rearward position. Tang - The tang is a protrusion that sits over the
webbing of the firer's shooting hand. This structure assists the operator in managing the recoil
of the weapon and also protects the hand from the slide assembly as it quickly moved
rearwards and then forwards during the firing action. Grip - The grip is used by the operator's
dominant hand shooting hand for holding the handgun. A typical hold involves both hands, one
wrapped around the grip and the other around both the grip and dominant hand. Magazine Well
- The magazine well is the well that accepts the magazine. It usually features smooth walls and
grooves to direct the magazine up towards the firing mechanism and slide. Magazine Release
Button - The magazine release is used to eject the magazine from the grip of the handgun.
Trigger - The trigger is the lever used to manage the firing function of the weapon. Trigger
Guard - The trigger guard is a fixed ring set around the exposed parts of a trigger lever.
Take-Down Lever - This lever is used to manage the field-stripping of the weapon. Detachable
Box Magazine - The magazine is the housing used to hold cartridges. Cartridges are either
single- or double-stacked depending on the magazine used and are spring loaded to assist in
bringing the next available cartridge up to the firing chamber. Magazine Spring - The magazine

spring is a simple pressure device used to move cartridges towards the firing action. The more
cartridges in a magazine the more pressure exerted upon the magazine spring. Accessories Rail
- The accessories rail is used to mount any supported tactical accessory by the user. For
handguns this typically involves laser aimers or flashlights. Muzzle - The muzzle is the business
end of the barrel assembly, the last part of a gun that the exiting bullet touches. Some barrels
come threaded to accept a silencer or suppressor. Many gun models are marketed in different
barrel lengths which also mean that the frame and slide of the gun must be lengthened to
match. Disclaimer Privacy Policy Cookies. Semi-Automatic Pistol Components and Operations.
Call To schedule your next class or Home Safety Inspection. Semi-automatic pistols utilize the
pressure generated from the ignition of the gun powder in the cartridge to perform a series of
events, which include loading the cartridge, preparing the firearm for discharge, and expelling
spent ammunition. Semi-automatic pistols have a frame where a slide is mounted on a set of
rails which are a part of the frame and can freely move in a backwards and forward motion on a
horizontal plane. The barrel can be attached to the frame, in which case the slide is located to
the rear of the barrel while others will mount the barrel within the slide. Regardless of the
design, a vertical face, known as the breech face, butts up against the rear end of the barrel. In a
locked-breech design, the barrel locks to the slide using lugs that are present in the recesses of
the slide design, leveraging the physical interference of a shoulder on the barrel with the rear
edge of the ejection port of the slide or other method. The slide houses the firing pin and the
extractor which discards used cartridges after they have been fired. Some extractors can be
adjusted for pitch and angle of discarded cartridges while others are "fixed" and cannot be
adjusted. This is important when purchasing a semi-automatic pistol because if the shells are
discarded inappropriately, such as towards your face and body, if the extractor is "fixed",
there's little resolution to the problem. An ejection port provides a means in which the extractor
may dispense the spent cartridges from the chamber. Semi-automatic pistols may utilize an
external hammer, internal hammer, or a spring-loaded striker or firing pin. Blowback Action
Pistols Blowback semi-automatic pistols utilize a heavy slide and a strong recoil spring to keep
the action closed when not in use. When fired, the gasses which build up in the chamber escape
towards the rear which pushes the slide backwards, compressing the recoil spring while the
ejector dispenses the spent shell. As pressure subsides, the recoil spring moves the slide
forward, closing the action while loading a fresh round of ammunition into the chamber for the
next firing sequence. Since the barrel is not mechanically locked by the slide, semi-automatic
pistols that use the blowback action are usually limited to smaller calibers, such as. Recoil
Action Pistols The recoil-operated semi-automatic pistol, the barrel is locked to the slide. When
the gun is fired, the pressure from the gasses escape towards the rear of the barrel, causing the
slide to be pushed backwards, but unlike the blowback action pistol, the barrel is locked into a
horizontal position until the very furthest point of the rearward slide is reached. When this point
is reached, the barrel tips up slightly to accomodate a new round from the magazine to be
placed into the chamber. The slide begins to move forward lowering the barrel into a ready
position for the next firing sequence. Recoil-operated pistols can withstand higher pressure
ammunition and are generally found on larger 9mm,. Gas-Operated Actions Gas-operated
actions allow the high-pressure propellant gas to bleed through a small hole in the barrel. The
released gas exerts pressure on to a piston or other mechanism driving the slide rearward to
unlock the breech and load a new round into the chamber. Magazine Components
Semi-automatic pistols are most famous for their delivery of fresh ammunition during the firing
process. A component known as the magazine is a detachable metal container which holds the
ammunition in the frame, stacked on top one another just below the barrel. A tension spring
applies pressure to the ammunition in an upwards direction towards the barrel ready to slide
the next available cartridge into the chamber when the slide is pulled or the gun is fired.
Magazines are easily ejected and replaced in one sweeping action, making the semi-automatic a
popular self-defense weapon. Semi-automatic pistols come in a variety of shooting styles,
which include: An external hammer, and internal hammer, a spring-powered striker, or a
spring-powered firing pin. Unlike a revolver, the firing process for a semi-automatic pistol would
continue to occur as long as there is ammunition in the magazine and the trigger is pulled back
in a permanent hold position. For this reason, semi-automatic pistols as a mechanism which
disconnects and cancels the firing sequence until the trigger "reset" to a pre-determined
position. This prevents the semi-automatic pistol from being a completely automatic, machine
gun style pistol. Single-Action Semi-Automatic Pistol The single-action semi-automatic pistol
works on the same principle as the single-action revolver discussed earlier. The single-action
pistol requires the hammer be cocked before firing with no benefit of the automatic features you
would expect. Double-Action Automatic Pistol The double-action automatic pistol works on the
same principle as the double-action revolver discussed earlier. Most double-action

semi-automatic pistols will operate as both a single-action pistol and as a double-action pistol.
The double-action trigger pull is longer and requires more pressure to fire the gun. This is
because during the pull, the trigger cocking the hammer from a closed position to a battery
ready position and then releasing the hammer when the trigger is completely pulled, Provided a
round of ammunition is present in the chamber, the slide mechanism will cock the hammer
automatically, allowing for the pistol to be fired when the trigger is pulled again. This second
pull will require much less pressure as the hammer is already in position for firing.
Double-Action Only Pistols Double-action only pistols are exactly what the name implies--they
are pistols that will only fire in double-action mode, which work on the same principle as the
double-action pistol described earlier. This means each shot requires the long pull and the
additional pressure on the trigger to commence firing a round. These pistols are considered
less-likely to have an unintended discharge do to the extra effort required to fire the weapon.
While many feel this type of gun is safer, others feel it slows the reaction time down
considerably, especially during a life threatening encounter. Semi-Automatic Pistol Safety
Mechanisms Safety feature take on a variety of options depending on the manufacturer. For
simplicity sake, we will discuss the major safety features that are most common for the
semi-automatic pistol. Pivoting thumb safety mechanisms are the most common safety. These
safety switches are located, typically on the left side of the gun however modern manufacturers
are now locating them on both sides of the gun for both left and right handed shooters. In
general , if the switch is in the up position, it is typically engaged, preventing the firearm form
discharging whereas in the down position the safety is off, allowing the firearm to be
discharged. Unfortunately, this is the general rule , there are exceptions; be sure to check your
owner's manual for a complete explanation of the safety switch should your gun have one.
Other types of safety mechanisms can include those that work to block the sear or the slide
while others prevent the hammer from contacting the firing pin. When this is engaged, the
hammer falls into the lowered position. Other safety mechanisms include the trigger safety, the
grip safety, and the magazine disconnect which prevents firing a round if the magazine is
removed. Order of Operations. When the pistol is first loaded there are no rounds in the
chamber. To load a round the slide is quickly pulled back allowing the ammunition in the spring
loaded magazine to load into the chamber in the firing position. This action also locks the
trigger or striker bar into the ready position. When the trigger is pulled, the firing pin is struck
by the hammer or the striker pin is released which strikes the primer cap on the cartridge. The
primer ignites the gunpowder which then causes the bullet to escape from the barrel of the gun
at a high velocity. After the bullet has left the barrel, the released gasses from the gunpowder
forces the slide rearward, which cocks the hammer for the next round. During this process, the
ejector pin grabs the spent shell and ejects it via the ejection port. The magazine replaces the
spent cartridge with a fresh round as the slide is returning to its original resting state. The
trigger is reset to the firing position, allowing the shooter to continue firing rounds. Bob's Gun
Shop Inc. Po Box Royal AR We Have over 42, Magazines for Models! Or Order Now! Place Order.
Or Print an Order Form Browning Stocks. Action Spring All Gauges Action Spring Follower
Action Spring Plug Action Spring Pin Action Spring Tube Breech Block Butt Plate New Original
Butt Plate Original FN Butt Plate Screw Each Click to Enlarge Picture. Matching Forearm Sweet
16 Browning Magnum Browning With pad Walnut oil finish Drop in fit. Both Pieces Original
"Round Knob" Stock Carrier late 2 Piece 12 or Carrier Old One Piece Carrier Dog Carrier Dog
Follower Carrier Dog Pin Carrier Dog Spring Carrier Latch Assembly Carrier Button Carrier
Screw Carrier Spring Old Model Cartridge stop Cartridge Stop Spring Ejector Rivet Left
Extractor Extractor Spring Extractor Spring Follower Right Extractor Firing Pin Firing Pin Stop
Pin Recoil Spring State Gauge Friction Piece Bronze Friction Ring Steel Hammer Pin Locking
Block Magazine Spring Magazine Spring lock Browning Wood, Net Cost. Above Pictures. Model
BT Stock. Click to Enlarge. B Stock.. Citori Matching Forend To find out what is involved in a
Semi. Takes about 2 weeks to get them. Model B 12 Gauge. Browning Browning FN Browning
Baby Browning BDA Browning Challenger III Browning Medalist.. Browning Nomad Browning
Swedish Browning Old Model Rifle State length wanted Browning New Model Rifle Browning T
Bolt Easy to install or remove with no tools needed. The gun does not have to be al
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tered. Firing Pin Spring Pair Black Grips Magazine Catch Black Plastic Barrel Adjust Ring
Barrel Lock Barrel Long or Short Without Sights. Breech Block Stripped Butt Plate Cartridge
Guide Spring Cartridge Stop Firing Pin Spring Guide Forearm Grade I Net Cost Forearm Screw
Front Sight Gold Bead Recoil Spring Safety Right or Left hand Sear Spring Trigger Spring Pair

of Black Grips Power Spring Rebuilding Kits! Automatic Springs take a Beating. Rebuild your
gun back to original. Factory Power Specifications. Recoil Spring, Striker Spring,. Safety Spring,
Extractor Spring,. Browning Hi Power Recoil Spring, Firing Pin Spring,. Safety Plunger Spring,.
Magazine Catch Spring. Ask on other Parts. Browning Firing Pins. Browning 13 Shot Classic
Sporter Rifle Stocks. Long Action. Short Action. Thumbhole A Bolt Stocks. Long action only. No
more Short Action. Recoil Pad, Swivel Studs, Checkered Drop in Fit. Both take a real beating!
Action and Recoil Springs Superpose Y tang is shown. Out Firing Pin

